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Abstract. RoboSimian is a quadruped robot inspired by an ape-like
morphology, with four symmetric limbs that provide a large dexterous
workspace and high torque output capabilities. Advantages of using Ro-
boSimian for rough terrain locomotion include (1) its large, stable base
of support, and (2) existence of redundant kinematic solutions, toward
avoiding collisions with complex terrain obstacles. However, these same
advantages provide significant challenges in experimental implementa-
tion of walking gaits. Specifically: (1) a wide support base results in
high variability of required body pose and foothold heights, in particular
when compared with planning for humanoid robots, (2) the long limbs
on RoboSimian have a strong proclivity for self-collision and terrain colli-
sion, requiring particular care in trajectory planning, and (3) having rear
limbs outside the field of view requires adequate perception with respect
to a world map. In our results, we present a tractable means of planning
statically stable and collision-free gaits, which combines practical heuris-
tics for kinematics with traditional randomized (RRT) search algorithms.
In planning experiments, our method outperforms other tested method-
ologies. Finally, real-world testing indicates that perception limitations
provide the greatest challenge in real-world implementation.
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Fig. 1: Atlas humanoid controlled by IHMC (left) and RoboSimian (right) during
the DARPA Robotics Challenge. The quadruped’s larger footprint simplifies
balance but makes kinematic planning a challenge, compared with the humanoid.
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1 Introduction and Problem Statement

RoboSimian (Fig. 1) is human-scale robot designed and built by JPL to com-
pete in the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC). In this paper, we address the
problem of planning desired joint reference trajectories for this high-dimensional
quadruped to walk on rough terrain. This is an example of kinodynamic plan-
ning [1, 2], simultaneously considering kinematic constraints as well as dynamics.
For RoboSimian, the primary kinematic challenges involve selecting among re-
dundant solutions and avoiding collisions of the robot with terrain obstacles and
with itself, while the main dynamic constraints are joint velocity limits and static
balance requirements. For locomotion more generally, consideration of joint ac-
celerations and allowable center of pressure (aka ZMP) location are also key
considerations, but in practice, a low joint velocity limit (1 rad/sec) makes these
constraints relatively trivial to achieve for RoboSimian’s current design.

Comparing with past work in planning quadruped locomotion on rough ter-
rain for LittleDog [3–6], two particular challenges for RoboSimian are that it
has seven degrees of freedom (DOFs) per limb, rather than three, and that per-
ception relies solely on on-board sensing, rather than the use of motion capture
(Vicon) along with saved (point-cloud) terrain maps.

Each of RoboSimian’s identical four limbs consists of a kinematic chain of
six rotational DOFs to define the (6 DOF) position and orientation of a lower
leg segment, shown in green in Figure 2, relative to the body frame. A final
(7th) rotational joint simply allows the most distal end, or foot, of the lower
leg to twist relative to the leg, so that the L-shaped lower leg segment itself
can yaw while the foot remains fixed with respect to the ground. Even with
only six actuators to set the 6-DOF pose of the lower leg, there are frequently
redundant solutions. Qualitatively, each solution involves making one of two
geometric choices (akin to “which way to bend an elbow”) at each of three
points along the chain: 23 results in a total of 8 IK families, as depicted in
Fig. 2. The workspace and proclivity for self-collision of each family is different,
and solutions for continuous trajectories in task space within a single family
sometimes require discrete jumps in joint angles, so that kinematic planning is
quite complex. In our problem formulation, we seek tractable methods to design
trajectories for all 28 actuated joints, for slow walking with high-torque joints,
given a prescribed set of footholds on complex terrain.

Fig. 2: Redundant inverse kinematic (IK) solutions for RoboSimian.
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2 Technical Approach

Our technical approach breaks the trajectory planning problem into two stages.
First, we determine static end poses for the full, 34-DOF robot that satisfy
kinematic feasibility, static stability, and collision avoidance, and then we stitch
poses together using a randomized search. Joint trajetories are then adjusted so
that one joint is always at either an acceleration or velocity limit. We do not
directly discuss planning footholds, but existing foothold planning methods are
applicable here [4–7]. Unique aspects of our work are highlighted below.

In planning static poses, although an IK solver such as ikfast [8] can eas-
ily provide an arbitrary number of solutions to achieve a given 6-DOF pose
with RoboSimian’s 7-DOF limb, many such solutions result in joint reconfigura-
tions once continuous limb motions are planned, due to the varying workspace
sizes and smoothness properties of the 8 IK solution families. Also, ikfast does
not distinguish among “families” of kinematics when giving joint solutions; our
grouping of solutions depends upon a customized but relatively slow IK solver,
written in-house at UCSB. We precompute an IK table, in terms of only the rel-
ative 3-DOF position of a limb with respect to the body coordinate system. This
exploits the fact that the lower leg need not be exactly normal to the ground
during stance and greatly simplifies planning for body pitch and roll.

Fig. 3: Feasible center of body coordinates, for given footholds.

Another advantage of pre-computing an IK table for the (x,y,z) coordinates
of a limb is that we can also test potential body poses for feasibility very rapidly.
Given a set of either 3 or 4 stance legs, we set body orientation (roll, pitch,
and yaw) heuristically, to match the underlying foothold locations and heights.
Figure 3 illustrates our implementation of this. Given a fixed body orientation,
we generate an initial 3D mesh of candidate body locations. Points shown are
the kinematically feasible set, given all 4 limbs must contact the ground. Green
points show the subset of these that are statically stable for 3 upcoming stance
legs, with a safety margin of 8 cm, since center of mass will vary from center
of body as leg configurations change. Subplots show overhead (top) and side
views for zeroed pitch and roll (left), terrain-matching orientation (middle), and
allowing for only up to a saturation of 15 deg in pitch and roll (right). Fig. 4
shows similar clouds of feasible body positions, color-coded by swing leg.
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Due to space limitations, we focus primarily in this abstract on finding
practical end poses. Our general trajectory planning framework is described in
more detail in [9], which is similar to several works worth citing. We use RRT-
Connect [10] to solve for a feasible path to a previously established goal position.
Kuffner [11] has demonstrated this method to plan locomotion for a humanoid
with 6-DOF limbs, but in practice, this required a search over an apparently
much smaller configuration space (e.g., C3) than in our case (C16). Several
works plan locomotion by first searching over a graph and then filling in al-
lowable motions [12–14]. In particular, Bretl [14] developed a non-gaited motion
planner for the LEMUR quadruped, which has 3 DOF per limb. Hauser [13] solve
for non-gaited motions on a 36-DOF humanoid by focusing on clever (contact-
before-motion) sampling, but a single step still requires several minutes, and a
plan for climbing a ladder takes a few hours, computationally.

3 Results

Fig. 4: Footholds and body plan (magenta) for DRC Task 2 terrain.

We have tested several planning algorithms, focusing primarily to date on a
structured terrain consisting of cinder blocks of different heights, as shown in
Figures 1, 4 and 5. Compared with alternative strategies, the framework we have
outlined provided the best overall results. Highlights of general results are given
below, along with additional details improving performance.

We originally focused on an A∗ planner as a means of iterating over pos-
sible foothold plans in conjunction with our two-stage end-pose and trajectory
planning. In practice, however, planning a near-constant foothold pattern was
sufficient to enable our algorithm to work. Figure 4 shows overhead (top) and
perspective views of footholds, for a path going from left to right. The robot be-
gins with footholds in the corners of a square with 0.81-meter sides. Originally,
we went to effort to stagger left versus right footholds, as in a typical crawl gait.
For this terrain, however, it was actually more effective to deliberately advance
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limbs on the left side first and then bring the gait back to a square stance. This is
due to the diagonal nature of the steps, which favors an asymmetric gait, toward
minimizing the height mismatch between left and right footholds.

After designing IK tables, an obvious question is whether one can simply use
the table solutions along with heuristics for body pose and swing leg trajectory
to set not only end poses but also the full joint trajectories to connect them.
Using carefully planned heuristics, this approach works for around 90-95% of
footsteps, failing most often when the body is near a terrain apex. Our approach
using RRT-Connect still relies on the underlying heuristic nature of the IK table,
but our search over 16 DOFs does not fail for this class of terrain.

A final question is how to design the configuration space of the RRT search.
Originally, we attempted to search over 6-DOF body poses directly, rather than
growing the search from a fixed ground contact outward, such that all DOFs
form a serial chain. This original formulation often failed, while the serial chain
approach generates test points that have a much higher likelihood of feasibility.

We are currently quantifying these results, in terms of relative computation
time and success rate for planning on a wider variety of terrain, to be presented
in our full paper and conference presentation.

4 Experiments

Fig. 5: RoboSimian pitches its body and stretches to a near-singular configuration
to traverse terrain at the DRC.

Our methods have been tested for short foothold plans in lab on RoboSimian,
in preparing for the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC). However, the most
significant (and disappointing) result for us was that drift in perception of our
world map made careful foothold planning a significant challenge. In practice,
RoboSimian performed the locomotion task during the DRC using RRT-Connect
for a set of heuristic footholds planned blindly on terrain, using force feedback to
detect ground contact. Results were still good enough to place 5th and qualify for
the final competition, scheduled for late 2014. With the immediacy of the 2013
DRC trials over, we are now quantifying performance of our existing algorithms
both in simulation and on RoboSimian.
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5 Experimental Insights and Future Work

Our key experimental insights are (1) that our approach blending IK tables
and RRT-Connect provides a computationally practical kinodynamic planning
method with a high rate of success, and (2) that adequate perception is a
strong requirement for real-world implementation on RoboSimian. Specifically,
although six pairs of forward-facing stereo cameras can view front limbs, rear
limbs are often well over a meter behind the front limbs, requiring an accu-
rate world map of previously viewed terrain. RoboSimian has recently moved
to UCSB for further locomotion development and testing, particularly toward
quantifying the results outlined in this abstract for our final publication.
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